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Executive Summary

All testers currently use Microsoft Word for either the production or publication of their
taxonomic revisions, or both. Ten out of 16 felt that using the Taxonomic Editor would make
the revision process more efficient. However, only three said they would replace their current
system to use the test version of the Taxonomic Editor.
Several high-level usability issues were found repeatedly throughout the results, leading to the
following suggestions:


Testers have shown reluctance to consult the paper User Manual so a more dynamic and
accessible help system is required. Include more on-screen prompts and help such as
hover-over boxes, help boxes or, where space allows, descriptions of expected input
beneath data entry fields. Define potentially confusing or ambiguous terms or explain
what data should be input in the boxes which are causing difficulty in hover-over boxes,
help boxes and/or a searchable glossary added to the Help menu.



Relating to the above, document the standard behaviour of controls found in the
interface such as drop-down boxes. These descriptions should be added as a new section
of the User Manual.



Ensure that all menus and actions are accessible and enforceable using the mouse AND
the keyboard. Some users will prefer to use the keyboard as much as possible, but
currently there are actions only accessible using the mouse, for example, accessing the
right-click menus in the Taxonomic Tree and Freetext panels. Several testers did not
instinctively use the right-click button and did not seem comfortable using it. Also it is
difficult to navigate some areas using only the keyboard. Having alternative ways of
performing every action is considered to be a basic interface design principle.



We recommend that the interface is modified in such as way that elements in the
Taxonomic Tree appear to behave as if they were sections of a single document. See
Overall Interface Behaviour on page 7 for further discussion.



Amalgamate the right-click menus of the Taxonomic Tree panel and Freetext panel.
Testers were confused as to why some commands were in one menu and not the other,
and there is no intuitive way to know in which menu a desired command will be found.
All commands currently found in the Freetext panel menu should be added to the
Taxonomic Tree panel menu, as the actions of most testers show that they expect the
Taxonomic Tree panel to be the main working area. If there are commands that cannot
be made in either the Taxonomic Tree or Freetext panel, they should still appear in the
menu but should be obviously inactive (i.e. greyed out), so that it will be clear to users
that they need only look in the menu of the other panel.
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Rearrange the main toolbar menus so that the commands within can be found more
intuitively from:
File
Edit Bulk Editor Window
Help
to:
File
Edit Login View Preferences Help



Simplify the process of creating synonyms and allow for the creation of the two types of
synonyms using the same mechanism. In relation to this, review the terminology of
synonyms when using the ICBN compared to the ICZN. The zoologists involved did
not recognise the terms “homotypic” and “heterotypic” synonyms, and expect to use the
terms “objective” and “subjective” synonyms respectively. This should be researched
further by consulting zoologists and amending the terminology used throughout the
interface when presenting ICZN datasets.



Create an easy to use back-up system and provide the ability to track and reverse
changes. Linked with this, create different levels of user rights.



Reconsider how the ‘Descriptive’ element is dealt with in the interface. The descriptive
tab is difficult to find and the description tree caused usability issues. Some testers
questioned why elements such as ‘Common Name’ are in the descriptive tab and not the
Properties/Details panel. It is not intuitive to the users in which panel certain types of
data should be input. If there is a clear definition of which data is stored and accessed in
the Properties panel and the Descriptive tab then this needs to be clearly explained to the
user. If it is not possible to clearly define the difference, thought should be given to
amalgamating the Properties panel and the Descriptive tab. This is could be done, for
example, by creating multiple tabs in the Properties panel, each tab for a group of clearly
defined and related descriptive elements. Users should have the ability to remove/hide
descriptive elements which they do not use via the preferences menu.

Further usability issues relating to individual test cases can be found in the main body of the text.
Several functional gaps were identified during the taxonomic process. Testers expressed concern
over these gaps and stated that their omission would make them reluctant to start using the
Taxonomic Editor. The most important gaps are listed below.


Import of data from external data sets and other resources such as IPNI and GBIF.



Export of data to produce a hard-copy publication.



Inability to deal with taxonomic concepts such as the maintenance of links between taxa
when synonymous relationships are changed. Some testers seemed to want the Editor to
track any changes made to relationships and amend the nomenclature accordingly. For
example, when changing a homotypic synonym to an accepted name, the original
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accepted name should automatically be changed to a homotypic synonym of the newly
accepted name.


Inability to deal with different taxonomic concepts or classifications. For example, some
taxonomists may want to maintain a classification based on morphological data and a
classification based on molecular data. This would involve the same species or taxa with
associated information, but arranged in a different way in the taxonomic tree. Although
the TE allows for multiple trees to be created, there is no facility to easily duplicate and
transfer the taxa from one tree to another, where they can then be arranged according to
a different taxonomic concept or classification. Related to this, there is also no facility for
comparison between trees of the same taxa but treated with different taxonomic
concepts or classifications.

Failures of reliability were rare, with bugs or errors encountered only 7 times throughout the
process. These mainly related to “java.null.pointer” errors encountered when trying to save
changes. Often the testers could not make the TE recover from such errors and had to either
restart or reinstall the software. More attention needs to be given to gracefully trapping null
pointer errors.

2

Introduction

The Taxonomic Editor (henceforth ‘TE’) is part of the EDIT Cyberplatform of Taxonomy,
designed to create useful tools for taxonomists and make the taxonomic revision process more
efficient. Functionality and usability testing has been carried out to assess the performance and
intuitiveness of the Taxonomic Editor.
This report describes the testing process and presents summaries of the data collected. Raw data
can be found in the separate Appendix document. It is strongly recommended that the Appendix
is also consulted as along with all the data it also contains all comments received by the testers.
Please note that the structured testing was carried out on the test version of the TE for which
development was frozen, so some issues encountered may have already been addressed in
subsequent versions. All issues reported have therefore been checked against a later version of
the TE (Alpha version 0.24) to make clear whether the issues still remain.

3 Methods
The plan of the testing of the Taxonomic Editor was documented and distributed in advance to
allow for comments and suggestions (see Usability Testing of the EDIT Taxonomic Editor
(v2.1.0.200912300955): Test Plan Discussion Document).
Testing Co-ordinators were appointed at various EDIT institutions across Europe (see
Appendix 1.1) and four training events for the co-ordinators were organised and implemented
by RBGE. Co-ordinators were charged with recruiting testing volunteers and recording the
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results of the testing procedure. Testers ideally were to have experience in carrying out
taxonomic revisions.
The testing was divided between structured and unstructured testing. The structured testing was
based on test cases representing common tasks performed as part of a taxonomic revision. This
was to ensure that each test case was testing the usability of the software rather than the
taxonomic knowledge or experience of the testers.
For each test case step-by-step details of how we would expect the tester to complete the test
case (the ‘expected pathway’) were documented for the co-ordinators. The co-ordinators then
observed the testers and recorded any deviations from the expected pathway. The following four
points were recorded for each deviation:
1. What did the Tester do that was different to the expected path?
2. Why did the Tester follow their chosen route?
3. Was it obvious to the Tester that they had deviated from the expected path?
4. Was the Tester able to correct their error successfully?
Each instance in which the tester consulted the User Manual or required assistance from the coordinator was also recorded. The tester was questioned about each test case after they had
completed the task.
Often steps had several alternative methods for completing that step (here-in referred to as
‘multi-route steps’). In these cases, the method used was recorded to allow for analysis of the
most usable or popular method to inform future development.
Upon completion of all 14 test cases, each tester completed a feedback document. This consisted
of a questionnaire of 50 statements with scale answers (agree/undecided/disagree/not
applicable) and a list of 50 reaction cards, 25 positive and 25 negative, from which the tester had
to choose 5 cards and explain their reasons for that choice. Finally, a short open-ended
questionnaire enquired about the testers’ specific working practices and willingness to use the TE
in the future.
Unstructured or ‘ad-hoc’ testing was carried out by testing co-ordinators or other interested
parties. This testing allowed the participants to explore and test the TE without constraint in
contrast to the structured testing. The majority of unstructured testing was carried on the most
recent ‘Alpha’ version of the TE to allow for reliability testing of a later version. These results
will be presented elsewhere.
All results were forwarded to the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh for assimilation and analysis.

4 Results
In total, 8 co-ordinators were appointed and 19 testers have completed the testing procedure to
date. 18 testers completed a Tester Profile Questionnaire and a Feedback Document. Further
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results have been delayed but are still expected. Any additional issues identified by the further
results will be communicated at a later date.

4.1

Tester Profiles

The full results of the tester profile questionnaires are given in Appendix 1.2.
Of the 18 testers who returned profile questionnaires, 14 are botanists and 4 are zoologists.
The majority of testers (14/18) perform taxonomic revisions as part of their job. Only one tester
disagreed that they are experienced in carrying out taxonomic revisions; 4 agreed strongly, 8
agreed and 5 neither agreed nor disagreed.
Three testers disagreed with the statement that they find learning to use new computer
applications easy; 2 agreed strongly, 10 agreed and 2 neither agreed nor disagreed.
Most of the testers (12/18) consider the production AND publication of a taxonomic revision
NOT to be separate exercises. One stated that they are currently treated as separate exercises but
that ideally it should be a continuum.
Of the testers who consider the production and publications NOT to be separate exercises, all
12 of them use Microsoft Word to perform both activities. Some testers additionally use Excel
(2), Adobe Photoshop (2) and Hennig86 (1).
Of testers who consider the production and publications to be separate exercises, all 5 use
Microsoft Word as the main application for both activities. Additionally Delta (1), Access (1) and
InDesign (1) are used.
Most testers (12/18) stated that they use taxonomic database as part of their taxonomic revision
activities. Generally these are not tools for managing their data but external data resources, for
example, Algaebase, Cichorieae Portal (EDIT), Inside Wood, IPNI (International Plant Names
Index) and various checklists. In addition, some testers use the herbarium or specimen
management systems BG-BASE (2) and Brahms (1), and the character coding and key-building
applications Delta (Description Language for Taxonomy) (1) and Lucid (1).

4.2

Overall Interface Behaviour

The current interface overexposes the user to the structure of underlying data. This no doubt
arises from the interface being developed as an extension to the Eclipse IDE. It should be borne
in mind that by and large users will come from a word processing background and this will
influence their expectations in respect of the behaviour of the taxonomic editor interface.
Specifically, users coming from a word processing background will be used to organising their
work into single large files, probably at the genus or family level, in which treatments for
individual taxa are treated as subsections of a single document. However the current interface
works more like a directory tree with each node in the taxonomic tree acting like a folder in
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which ddata about eaach taxon an
nd folders reepresenting sub-taxa aree stored. Verry few taxon
nomists
would nnaturally orgganise their work
w
in this way.
The effeect of this iss that when the user inteeracts with data
d in the Freetext
F
pannel and the
Properti
ties panel off the current interface thhey are editin
ng a single file
fi even thouugh their wo
ord
processoor experiencce leads them
m to assumee that they are
a actually editing
e
subseection of a single
s
larger doocument. Confusion then arises whhen it comess to openingg, closing annd saving objects.
For exam
mple users did
d not undeerstand the distinction between
b
Sav
ve and Save All options since
they onlly considereed they had a single docuument open
n (representeed by the treee and not th
he
individuual taxon reccord they weere editing) aand could not
n thereforee see the signnificance off Save
All.
d that the intterface is mo
odified to hiide the undeerlying struccture
For thiss reason we recommend
from thhe user so as to make thee tree behavve more like a single doccument. Savve All, Close All etc
should bbe removed from the to
op line File m
menu and Saave and Close in this m
menu should operate
at the trree level. Fro
om this men
nu Save shouuld result in all unsaved edits being saved i.e. th
he
behavioour of the cuurrent Save All
A option shhould be im
mplemented under
u
the laabel Save. Sim
milarly,
Close frrom the top line File meenu should cclose the enttire tree allowing the us er to open a
differennt classificatiion if they wish.
w
Since it will still be possible to open multipple Freetext editor panes (tabs), optitions for closing
b accessiblle from the
individuual panes in the Freetextt editor coulld be retaineed but only be
individuual pane to which
w
they apply.
a
We w
would also suuggest adding another m
menu to the Freetext
F
panel coontainer allo
owing operattions across multiple paanels such ass ‘Save All’ aand ‘Close All’.
A
These suuggestions have
h
been su
ummarised iin the diagraam below.
File menu commannds and close
icon operate at thee Taxonomicc
evel.
Tree le

File

File
Taxon a

Taaxon b

File menu commannds and
close icon(Save Alll, Close All)
operatte at the Freeetext panel
level, i.e. on all op en taxa.
Right‐click menu ccommands
(Save, Close) and cclose icons
operatte on the acttive tab, i.e.
on a siingle taxon.
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Tester preferences at Multi-Route Steps

Several test cases had steps where there were several options, or routes, that the tester could
choose when completing the step. Generalised tester behaviour at these multi-route steps is
summarised in this section. This information is provided as it may help direct future
development of the TE. Details of multi-route steps specific to individual test cases are given in
the test case summaries in the following sections if it is thought the additional information could
contribute to future development.
The most common multi-route step was saving changes. Out of 97 recorded save actions, 44
(45%) were implemented using the Save option in the menu accessed using the right-mouse
button within the Freetext panel.
There were 35 instances (36%) where testers clicked the Save icon in the toolbar. Half of these
occurred during the final two test cases whereas in early test cases usage of this icon was lower.
This suggests that testers did not notice the icon at first but preferred the method of using it
once they were aware of its existence. It may be the case that testers only became aware of the
icon after having to consult the manual. Therefore it may be beneficial to make this icon more
conspicuous.
Testers used the File menu > Save 13 times (13%). In the last test case no tester used this
method as apparently more testers had discovered the save icon button which is a quicker
method. There were only 5 instances (5%) where testers used the Ctrl + S method.
Testers have several options when selecting entries from drop-down lists. For example, when
choosing a nomenclatural status, 17 testers used the mouse to scroll the drop-down list and then
clicked their choice. Five testers used to keyboard arrows and pressed the return button. In
contrast, when selecting the language of the common name the testers entered in Test Case 14,
11 testers repeatedly typed the first letter of the language until their desired language was shown,
compared to 6 who used the mouse. This is due to the very long, unordered list of languages
which made it very difficult to detect the desired language by scrolling. Therefore there seems to
be a preference to locate the desired option in a drop-down list using the mouse rather than the
keyboard and only when this is problematic will more testers use the keyboard.
When making selections from pop-up windows, for example when inputting a new taxon and
searching and selecting the parent taxon, testers rarely used the fasted method of double-clicking
their selection. Generally they click on the selection once and the click the OK/Finish button.
Several testers used the keyboard arrows to navigate to their selection but then used the mouse
button to click OK/Finish button. This required an extra keyboard-to-mouse movement rather
than the quicker method of pressing return on the keyboard.
Although some of these issues clearly relate to users experience levels and are not
usability/interface issues, it may be relevant to future development of the TE in terms of
ensuring that certain routes are provided or improved while not dedicating an excessive amount
of developer time to further developing interface pathways that are rarely used.
‐9‐
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Generalised documentation of standard interface control behaviour would be beneficial in
allowing the users to optimise the efficiency of their interaction with the interface and to ensure
the consistent application of a design pattern during interface development.

4.4

Test Cases

Each test case is summarised in the following section. Full data can be found in Appendix 1.3.
Each summary describes the usability and reliability issues encountered according to the
assimilated data from all deviations and comments from the testers. Where bugs or functionality
issues were encountered, these are described. Where test cases contain multi-route steps (where
there are multiple ways of performing a step), figures are given for how many testers used each
step.
4.4.1

Summary Data

A summary table (Table 1) below gives the number and percentage of deviations, manual
consultations and assistance given, as well as summaries of the close-ended completion
questions. This gives an easy overview of which test cases or tasks have been most difficult for
the testers to complete. It should be noted that deviations do not necessarily equal problems; in
some cases testers discovered an alternative but equally valid method of completing a step that
was not included in the pathway given. In general, however, the number of deviations is an
accurate indication of difficulties experienced by the testers.
Table 1 shows that the most difficult task based on asking the testers whether they found the
task easy was inputting a common name in the descriptive panel. This is the only task where less
testers found the task easy than those who did not (7 easy; 12 not easy). In all other tasks more
testers claimed to find the task easy, regardless of the number of deviations, times the manual
was consulted and times the co-ordinator offered assistance.
After only one test case (deleting a taxon) were all the testers confident that they’d completed the
task as expected and were confident that they could perform the test case again.
In all but one test case the number of testers who received assistance from the co-ordinator was
higher than the number of testers who consulted the manual. This is contrary to the request that
all testers first consult the manual before being given assistance. This may have been due to
language difficulties in some cases, but in any case may reflect a lack of enthusiasm for
consulting the user manual. This strengthens the various suggestions given in the test case
summaries below to create more help, guidance and prompts built into the interface.
Out of the 21 instances where testers did not feel confident that they could perform the test case
again, 13 of these instances came from one tester. Only 7 testers answered ‘no’ to this question
through the whole of the testing process, and 3 of those only answered ‘no’ for one test case.
Therefore the negative responses to that completion question shown in the table below are
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derived from a limited number of testers. Interestingly, they are not the testers who claimed to
find learning new computer applications difficult.
One tester did not claim to find learning new computer applications easy, but nevertheless
claimed to have found all of the test cases easy. This suggests a lack of confidence of the tester
but also good usability of the TE. Conversely, testers who claimed to find it easy to learn new
computer applications did not find the test cases easy on numerous occasions.
Since there appears to be an inverse relationship between level of computer experience and
apparent usability of the interface it would appear that while the interface is easy to use, it is
perhaps too different in behaviour from other commonly used software for it to be easy for
more experienced users to pick up quickly. Consideration should therefore be given to where
elements of the interface can be made to operate in the same way as commonly used software
such as Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel without compromising the functionality of the
interface.
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Test
Case

Description

No.
1

Creating a new taxonomic tree.

2

Closing and reopening the taxonomic tree panel.

3
4

Adding a Genus with authority abbreviation attached to the
taxonomic tree created in Test Case 1.
Adding 5 Species with authority abbreviations attached to the Genus
created in Test Case 3.

Manual
Consulted

Deviations

%

No.

Did the testers
find the test
case easy?

Assistance
Needed

%

No.

%

Yes

No

Were the testers
confident that
they’d
completed the
task as
expected?

Yes

No

Would the
testers be
confident
completing the
test case again?

Yes

No

8

10

5

7

6

8

14

4

13

6

16

2

10

13

1

1

10

13

11

8

17

2

17

2

12

10

5

5

6

5

11

8

15

4

17

2

5

4

0

0

7

5

15

4

16

3

16

3

5

Creating and saving a heterotypic synonym for the Genus taxon.

18

20

9

10

5

6

14

4

14

3

17

1

6

Adding and saving a homotypic synonym of a species taxon.

14

15

2

2

2

2

13

5

16

2

16

2

8

9

1

1

2

2

16

2

13

5

17

1

6

5

1

1

6

5

15

3

12

4

15

2

6

5

4

3

11

8

14

5

17

2

18

1

10

8

0

0

8

6

13

6

16

3

16

1

0

0

0

0

1

2

18

1

19

0

19

0

15

11

6

4

9

6

11

6

12

5

15

1

6

5

0

0

4

3

14

4

17

1

16

1

41

14

9

3

42

15

7

12

17

2

15

2

7
8
9
10

Changing the homotypic synonym created in Test Case 6 into an
accepted name.
Changing the accepted name created in Test Case 7 back to a
synonym of the same species name.
Checking and editing (if necessary) the parsed Rank of the Genus
taxon.
Checking and editing (if necessary) the parsed uninomial and specific
epithets and authorship of the 5 Species taxa.

11

Deleting a species taxon.

12

Inputting the Date Published and Title of the nomenclatural
reference for a species taxon.

13

Inputting a nomenclatural status of “Valid” for a species taxon.

14

For a species taxon, input a Common Name in the Descriptive Panel.

Table 1: Summary data for test case scenarios included in the usability testing of the Taxonomic Editor.

Structured Usability Testing of the EDIT Taxonomic Editor
4.4.2

Test Case 1: Creating a new taxonomic tree

Out of a possible 76 instances (19 testers and 4 steps), 5 testers consulted the manual (6.5%) and
6 required assistance at 3 steps (7.8%) during the creation of a taxonomic tree. There were 8
deviations (10%). Despite the deviations only 4 testers found the test case problematic. However
6 testers were not confident that they had completed the task as expected but gave no additional
explanation as to why. Most difficulties were in accessing the ‘New Taxonomic Tree’ window
and 6 testers deviated at this step.
Three testers deviated after identifying the Taxonomic Tree panel as the correct place to create a
new taxonomic tree, but they clicked the left-mouse button (which has no function) rather than
the right-mouse button. This suggests that it is not instinctive for all users to use the right-mouse
button. Although this issue is likely to become less important as the user spends more time using
the TE, it may cause some initial confusion and frustration in the absence of other set-up
prompts.
One tester deviated by choosing the option New > Taxon rather than New > Taxonomic Tree
due to confusion over the terms used. Several other testers completed the task without deviation
but were still unclear over the meaning of the term ‘taxonomic tree’.
One tester deviated by using the ‘New’ icon above the Taxonomic Tree panel, finding an
alternative and shorter route to those described. No other testers used or mentioned this button.
The majority of the testers (16/19) felt that they would be confident performing the test case
again, which suggests that despite initial difficulties when using the database for the first time,
the process of creating a new taxonomic tree is easy to remember.
Several testers expressed confusion over the term ‘Label’ in the Taxonomic Tree window.
The term ‘Reference Label’ also caused confusion. Testers were unsure what information should
be input, which is related to the confusion over what the Taxonomic Tree actually is.



Suggestions
Provide some initial ‘getting started’ prompts when the TE is first installed and opened, for
example, a “Create new taxonomic tree” or “New” button in the Taxonomic Tree panel allowing
users to access the ‘New Taxonomic Tree’ window with one (left) click, or a ‘getting started’ help
box or wizard.



Make the ‘New’ button adjacent to the Save icon in the toolbar more conspicuous.



Change the ‘Label’ term to ‘Name’.

EDIT
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A pop-up bubble or help icon next to the terms which have caused confusion; ‘Taxonomic
Tree’, ‘Label’ and ‘Reference’ to give guidance as to what kind of information should be input
would help.
Comparison to Alpha Version 0.24
The term ‘Taxonomic Tree’ relating to the Taxonomic Tree panel caused some confusion but
this has now been changed to ‘Taxon Navigator’ following a previous creation of a TRAC ticket.
Co-ordinators to whom this was mentioned agreed that this is an improvement. ‘Taxonomic
Tree’ has been changed to ‘Taxon Classification’ which is also likely to alleviate some of the
confusion over the terms previously used.
Multi-Route Steps
11 testers accessed the New Taxonomic Tree window via the File > New > Taxonomic Tree
route compared to only 5 who accessed the menu using the right-mouse button which is a
shorter route.
After inputting the data in the New Taxonomic Tree window all the testers clicked on the
‘Finish’ button, requiring an additional keyboard to mouse movement, rather than pressing
return on the keyboard which is a shorter route.
4.4.3

Test Case 2: Closing and reopening the taxonomic tree panel

Out of a possible 76, 1 tester used the manual at 1 step (1%), and 10 testers needed assistance at
4 different steps (13%). There were 10 deviations (13%). Most difficulties were encountered
whilst trying to re-open the panel via the Window > Show View > Taxonomic Tree menu.
Two testers deviated at the initial step of closing the panel by closing the entire programme using
the File > Exit menu. One tester did not find the ‘x’ icon and required assistance.
Six testers deviated whilst trying to reopen the panel by looking first in the File menu, where they
expected an ‘Open’ command which would allow then to open the taxonomic tree panel. The
testers indicated that they considered the taxonomic tree to be a file similar to a file found in
Microsoft Word that could be acted upon in a similar way (i.e. via the ‘File’ menu). This indicates
confusion over the structure of the TE and the nature of the components in the interface.
The remaining two testers deviated at this stage by first clicking the ‘Taxonomic Perspective’
button.
Eleven of the 19 testers found the test case easy; several commented that it was easy to close the
panel but not to re-open it and that it was not intuitive. Several testers also questioned why there
is the ability to close this panel in the first place, as it is essential to use it to access all taxa files.
Two of the testers stated that they would not be confident performing the test case again. This
suggests that even after seeing the Window > Show View menu the testers still did not feel that
it was the correct location for this command.
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Suggestions



Several testers recommended that there is an option added to the File menu to allow users to
reopen the taxonomic tree panel. However this may not be desirable as the taxonomic tree panel
is not in fact a file. One option would be to remove the ability to close the taxonomic tree panel.
The remaining panels could be opened and reopened using a ‘View’ menu which would be more
intuitively linked to such operations than the Window menu.
Additionally, it may be better to have the Preferences menu as a header menu rather than
embedded in the Window menu so users are more aware of their ability to make individual
adjustments. Also, not all of the options in the Preferences menu are related to the ‘window’ or
the appearance of the TE, for example, keys, security and updates, so to have the Preferences
menu embedded in the Window menu may be misleading.
The Bulk Editor menu could be embedded in the Edit menu for a simpler interface; it is likely to
cause confusion for people who want to edit but do not know which menu to use.
This would give change to menus on the toolbar from:
File

Edit

Bulk Editor

Window

Help

Edit

Login* View

Preferences

Help

to:
File

*In the absence of an alternative menu to place this in it is also perhaps better to have this
function on the toolbar. The ‘Window’ menu where it is currently found is not an obvious place
for it to be.


The fact that users can create a new taxonomic tree via the File > New menu reinforces the view
of the testers that the taxonomic tree is an actual file and can be opened/closed via the File
menu. Consideration should be given to how this can be changed so that the users are unaware
that the each taxon is a separate file. For example, not allowing multiple tabs to be opened within
the Taxonomic Tree panel, and having a single ‘Save’ option rather than the additional ‘Save All’
option. As most testers are well experienced in using Microsoft Word, trying to recreate more
closely the Word interface in this way would be a good way of improving usability for all users.



Another way of removing the uncertainty caused by the term ‘file’ and what actually is the file is
to remove the term altogether. For example, as it is better that users are unaware of the
underlying organisation of the database, renaming the File menu with something that more
clearly relates to the tree such as ‘Classification’ (to be consistent with later versions of the TE).
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Have tick marks against the entries under the ‘Show View’ menu that are currently open to make
the function of the menu more clear to the users (i.e. that they can in effect turn the panels ‘on’
and ‘off’); this is good standard interface design specification.



One tester suggested that when a user clicks the File > Exit option a message appears warning
that the TE, (rather than an individual ‘file’) will be closed. The user could be given the option of
“do not show this message again” once they know the function of the command.
Comparison to Alpha Version 0.24
The issues and suggestions above still apply.
4.4.4

Test Case 3: Adding a Genus with authority abbreviation attached to the taxonomic tree
created in Test Case 1

Out a possible 111, there were 12 deviations (10%) in Test Case 3. Deviations occurred at 8 of
the total 10 steps. 5 testers consulted the manual at 3 steps (4.5%), and 6 testers needed
assistance at 6 different steps (5.4%). Eleven testers found the test case easy while 8 did not.
Four were not confident that they’d completed the task as expected.
The most deviations occurred at step 5, clicking on the Browse button of the Taxonomic Tree
field in the New Taxon window. Four testers deviated at this step. The problems were caused by
the fact that these testers accessed the ‘New taxon’ window via the File > New menu and not
the right-mouse button. Using this method the TE did not automatically detect the taxonomic
tree to which the taxon should be attached. This meant that the testers had to input the
taxonomic tree manually but there were no visual cues to prompt them to do this (the taxonomic
tree data field was greyed out as if inactive).
One tester deviated from the entire pathway by using the ‘New’ icon on the toolbar.
Two testers first looked under the ‘Edit’ menu for the reason explained previously in Test Case
2; they considered the taxonomic tree to be a ‘file’ and using the File > New menu would create
a new taxonomic tree file rather than giving them the option to add taxa to the tree. One tester
explained that he did not expect to find the option to add a taxon under the ‘File’ menu as he did
not consider the taxon to be a ‘file’.
Several testers did not realise that it was possible to enter the authority abbreviation in the
‘Taxon Name’ field in the ‘New Taxon’ window. This is prompted by the name of the field
(Taxon Name) which prompts for a taxon name only. Testers found a solution by adding the
authority abbreviation to the text string in the Freetext panel but this required extra steps to be
taken.
Suggestions



As with Test Case 1, provide an ‘Add New Taxon’ box in the Taxonomic Tree panel which is
automatically attached to the taxonomic tree.
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Provide information connected to the ‘Taxon Name’ field in the ‘New Taxon’ window to make
users aware that it is possible to add data other than the taxon name into the field. As there is
space in the window this could be written beneath the field so it is always visible.
Comparison to Alpha Version 0.24

The issue which caused most deviations at this step (the fact that new taxa have to be manually
attached to the taxonomic tree when using the File > New menu) has been fixed in later versions
in an obvious improvement in usability.
The remaining issues and suggestions still apply.
4.4.5

Test Case 4: Adding 5 Species with authority abbreviations attached to the Genus created
in Test Case 3

Out of a potential 135, there were 5 deviations (3.7%) during test case 4, and testers required
assistance on 7 occasions (5%). No testers needed to consult the manual. Reasons for the
deviations vary and there is no common pattern. It is reasonable to suggest that following Test
Case 3 testers were aware of the main procedure of inputting taxa, accounting for the lower
number of deviations and possibly indicating a relatively shallow learning curve for this activity.
One of the deviations is the same as the most common deviation in Test Case 3; two testers used
the File > New menu and not the right-mouse button to access the ‘New Taxon’ window,
therefore encountered the problem of the greyed-out Taxonomic Tree and Parent Taxon fields
where-by the fields were empty and required input but there were no visual clues to guide the
testers. As explained previously, this issue has been rectified in later versions of the TE.
Two testers did not input the full taxon name but abbreviated the genus, for example “A.
acuminata” rather than “Alyxia acuminata”. The TE gives no warning that this format is not
recognised and could cause problems during future data export, analysis etc. The testers had to
be made aware of the issue by the co-ordinators.
One tester, again as seen in Test Case 3, was not aware that it is possible to add the authority
abbreviation in the ‘Taxon Name’ field in the ‘New Taxon’ window and input the abbreviation
into the Freetext panel instead. A related suggestion is given in Test Case 3.
Fifteen of the 19 testers found this test case easy, and 16 were confident that they completed the
test case as expected.
Several testers commented on the fact that entering multiple taxa is a more long-winded process
than necessary, as after each taxon is added the ‘New Taxon’ window closes and has to be reaccessed. Several were not happy at having to re-type the genus name for every new taxon.
One tester found it ‘irritating’ that ‘sec.’ appears as default after the taxon name in the Freetext
panel.
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One tester wants the TE to communicate with other databases such as IPNI for either selection
or validation of names.
Suggestions



Make multiple entries of taxa a more efficient process in terms of time and effort. This could be
achieved in several ways but perhaps the most usable would be to add an additional button to
the ‘New Taxon’ window, alongside the current buttons of ‘Finish’ and ‘Cancel’. This button
could be called ‘Add Another’ or something similar; when a user clicks this button the taxon just
input is saved and added to the Taxonomic Tree panel and a clean ‘New Taxon’ window opens
instantaneously. This would greatly reduce time taken to input several taxa, and minimise the
number of mouse clicks and keyboard-to-mouse movements requires, hence improving usability.
If possible the new taxon should default to being a member of the same higher taxon as the last
entry.



To enable the input of multiple taxa using the keyboard only, thus eliminating the need for
keyboard-to-mouse movements, it should be possible to use the tab button to select the new
button and select the option by using the return button on the keyboard. This assumes that the
taxonomic tree and parent taxon are automatically input by the TE.



Currently users have to type out the genus name every time, taking time, effort and introducing
more opportunity for data input errors. This would be improved if the genus name of the Parent
Taxon was automatically input into the Taxon Name field in the ‘New Taxon’ window. It should
be easy to overwrite this name (by clicking on it once the whole word is highlighted) in case the
user wants to add a synonym, for example, which has a different genus name.



Create a warning message at the point of data entry into the ‘New Taxon’ window that all names
have to be entered in full. The user should have the option of ‘Don’t show this message again’.



Alternatively to the above, it could be made possible for users to enter only the species names
when they are attached to a genus in the taxonomic tree, as is possible in other databases.
Comparison to Alpha Version 0.24
As stated in Test Case 3, the TE now recognises and automatically inputs the taxonomic tree and
parent taxon when the user accesses the ‘New Taxon’ window via the File > New menu. This is
a good improvement for usability.
The remaining issues and suggestions still apply.
Bugs/Functional Issues



One tester experienced a save fail:
Tester tried to add a species as a 'Child Taxon' by right clicking on the genus name in the
Freetext panel. Save failed - "java.lang.NullPointerException".
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Tester tried adding a species the correct way, i.e. right-clicked on genus name in Taxonomic Tree
panel and selects New > Taxon. Typed in the name and clicked on Finish. The Freetext panel
opened with 'New taxon' as the tab heading and the name field blank. Typed in the same name
into the name field. Clicked on Save icon. Save failed as before. Name didn’t appear in tab
heading or under genus. Not able to delete.
Moved to a different computer as there seemed to be no way to add the required species. The
user logged onto the network on both computers. Installed EDIT from start. Created datasource
with same name. Taxonomic Tree name created on first machine was present in the Tree panel,
but the tree was empty. Attached same genus name to the tree. Able to attach species to the
genus, but could not use the names that had been tried on the first computer even though they
were not visible.


One tester entered the authority as ‘Miq. Ex Uittien’ but it was saved as ‘Uittien ex Miq’.
4.4.6

Test Case 5: Creating and saving a heterotypic synonym for the Genus taxon

Out of a possible 90 there were 18 deviations (20%) in test case 5. Testers consulted the manual
on 9 occasions at 5 steps (10%) and required assistance on 5 occasions at 2 steps (5.5%).
Deviations occurred at all steps with no one step creating the main problem. Two testers
deviated at all steps by finding a different but far less efficient pathway; creating a new taxon as
they had in the previous test cases and then using the ‘Change Accepted Name to Synonym’
function in the right-click menu of the Freetext panel.
Three testers wanted to create a synonym by creating a second genus and linking it to the first at
the point of data entry.
Four testers deviated by attempting to add a synonym by right-clicking the genus within the
taxonomic tree. This is because it was possible to add new taxa via this method and the testers
assumed they could also add synonyms using the same method. However the function is only
supplied in the Freetext panel.
Several testers, when entering the synonym name in the Freetext panel, pressed return after they
had finished typing the data. This is an instinctive action used in many computer applications to
finalise data input. However in this case pressing return opens a new text box to allow the
addition of a further heterotypic synonym. It is not possible to remove this text box in the event
of a mistake using the keyboard; the user has to use the right-mouse button to access ‘Delete’ in
the menu. This forces the user into a keyboard-to-mouse movement.
Several testers did not realise that the entry was not saved automatically, as until this point they
had not been required to save manually. Often the co-ordinator had to remind testers to save
their work.
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One tester commented that it should be enough to click once on a taxon within the Taxonomic
Tree panel to activate it in the Freetext and Properties area.
Fourteen of the 18 testers who completed this task found it easy and were confident that they’d
performed the task as expected. Only one tester was not confident that they could perform the
test case again.
The zoological taxonomists pointed out that ‘homotypic’ and ‘heterotypic’ in regards to
synonyms are terms that are not recognised in the International Code of Zoological
Nomenclature.
One tester requested that the authority abbreviations could be validated against a list of standard
abbreviations.
One tester pointed out that synonyms should be in line with the ‘parent’ taxon within the
taxonomic tree panel rather than indented as accepted taxa are. This is the standard format in
other taxonomic publications.
Suggestions



Either remove the ability to add new synonyms by pressing the return button, or add a pop-up
window that asks the user what kind of synonym they’d like to add (see Test Case 6) and give
them the opportunity to cancel the new synonym box. This would allow users to create the
different types of synonyms in the same way. Alternatively, make it easier for the users to
immediately correct their mistake of pressing return by pressing the back space button on the
keyboard, which would cause the text box to be deleted.



Add ‘Synonym’ option to the right-mouse button > New menu in the taxonomic tree area.
Additionally, synchronising the two menus accessed via right mouse button (that in the
Taxonomic Tree panel and that in the Freetext panel) as far as possible would improve usability
as it is not intuitive as to which menu is needed when performing certain tasks. Based on
feedback from the testers and the necessity to use the Taxonomic Tree panel, most if not all
functions should be present in the Taxonomic Tree panel menu.



When taxa are dragged within the Taxonomic Tree panel and attached to a new parent taxon,
upon release of the mouse button a pop-up window could appear and ask the user to confirm
the relationship between the taxon and the new parent taxon. The message could ask, for
example, “Is this taxon a synonym of ....” with Yes/No options. If the user clicks “Yes”, they are
then asked about the type of synonym (if using the ICBN). This will create a quick and easy way
of creating synonyms and changing relationships within the Taxonomic Tree panel.



Activate taxa in the Freetext and Properties areas upon a single click in the Taxonomic Tree area.



Reconsider synonym terminology used in datasources set up to use the International Code of
Zoological Nomenclature.
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Consider linkages to or import of datasets containing standardised terms such as authority
abbreviations and publication/journal abbreviations.



Consider amending the hierarchy of the taxonomic tree panel so that synonyms are listed
beneath their accepted name but appear at the same level in the tree. Currently synonyms are
indented in the same way as child taxa, which tends to give the wrong impression of the nature
of the relationship being expressed. If this is implemented, ensure that the synonyms are easily
distinguished from the accepted child taxa by retaining the “=” symbol.
Comparison to Alpha Version 0.24
The issues and suggestions still apply.
4.4.7

Test Case 6: Adding and saving a homotypic synonym of a species taxon

Out of a possible 90, there were 14 deviations (15%) in test case 6. Testers consulted the manual
twice at one step (2%) and required assistance twice at two steps (2%). The deviations were well
distributed across the 5 steps and no particular step caused a consistent problem. Thirteen testers
found the test case easy, where as 5 did not. All but two of the testers were confident that they’d
completed the task as expected and would be able to perform the test case again.
Several testers deviated from the initial steps by selecting a species taxon in the Freetext area
rather than double-clicking the species within the Taxonomic Tree panel; this was a quicker and
easier route than that provided in the expected pathway.
Three testers deviated by attempting to input a homotypic synonym in the same way as they had
input a heterotypic synonym in Test Case 5; by clicking in the text box in the Freetext area and
pressing return. It was not obvious to these testers that they had not input a homotypic
synonym.
One tester attempted to save the synonym by pressing return after they had input the text as also
seen in Test Case 5. Please see the related suggestions made under Test Case 5.
One tester created a synonym by creating a new species and changing it to a synonym. They used
the right-click menu in the Freetext area and selected ‘Change Accepted Name to Synonym’.
However this created the wrong kind of synonym and the tester could not find a function to
change the type of synonym.
Suggestions



Amend the right-click menu in the Freetext panel (or the Taxonomic Tree panel if suggestions
under Test Case 5 are implemented) so that there are two options:
o Change Accepted Name to Homotypic Synonym
o Change Accepted Name to Heterotypic Synonym
This will satisfy the instinctive impression of the users that the first step in creating any kind of
synonym is to first create a new taxon and then amend its status.
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In the right-click menu (of the Freetext panel and/or the Taxonomic Tree panel) give an option
to change a synonym from one synonym type to the other to allow for easy correction of
mistakes



Additionally see suggestions under Test Case 5.



Make the icons of heterotypic and homotypic synonyms in the Taxonomic Tree panel consistent
with the icons in the Freetext panel.
Comparison to Alpha Version 0.24

The issues and suggestions still apply.
Bugs/Functional Issues

Two testers encountered an error whilst trying to save their work:


Save failed. Tried to create homotypic synonym for three species and save failed each time.
Restarted the TE, choosing not to save. Still didn't work, so installed the TE on different
computer and repeated test cases 1-6 again.



When unable to save, added java6/bin to the path and restarted the computer. Still unable to
save. As we needed a homotypic synonym for the next Test Case, tester added a homotypic
synonym to the genus and was able to save.
One tester encountered an error whilst clicking from the genus to the species name:



When changing between the genus and the species name the programme gave an error message
saying "an error has occurred when activating this view java.lang.null pointer exception”.
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Test Case 7: Changing the homotypic synonym created in Test Case 6 into an accepted
name

Out a possible 90 there were 8 deviations (9%) during test case 7. Deviations occurred at all 5
steps of the test case. Only one tester had to consult the manual at one step (1%) and two testers
required assistance (2%) at two steps. All but two testers found the test case easy. Five were not
confident that they’d completed the task as expected, but only one was not confident that they
could perform the test case again.
One tester first deviated by selecting the ‘swap’ option in the right-click menu in the Freetext
panel and required assistance to correct their mistake and find the correct option. One tester
deviated completely by deleting the synonym and creating a new taxon with the same name due
to inability to find the right command.
One tester had issues with the fact that, even though the synonym being changed to an accepted
name had a different generic name to the original accepted name, after the change the name
remained a child of the genus of the original accepted name.
One tester expressed concern over the ability of the TE to track and implement changes that
should occur to taxa following changes to another taxon. For example, in this test case a
homotypic synonym is changed to an accepted name. It follows that the original accepted name
therefore changes to the homotypic synonym. However there is no capability in the TE to
automatically track and implement such changes to taxonomic relationships.
In a related issue, there is no facility to maintain synonyms of synonyms which therefore does
not allow for more complex taxonomic treatments and experimental changes and reversals in
synonymy.
Suggestions



As stated previously, testers are confused by the two distinct right-click menus accessed via the
Freetext and the Taxonomic Tree panels. This makes it more difficult to find functions than if all
the functions were found in both menus. Therefore these menus should be amalgamated as
much as possible.



Allow for more sophisticated automation of taxonomic changes such as the automatic swapping
of synonymy.
Comparison to Alpha Version 0.24

The issues and suggestions still apply.
Bugs/Functional Issues



One tester encountered an error when trying to save the changes.
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When using the “Swap synonym with accepted” function twice with the same two taxon records,
the synonym name disappears from the TE when changing it back to a synonym. The synonym
has to be re-input.
4.4.9

Test Case 8: Changing the accepted name created in Test Case 7 back to a synonym of
the same species name

Out a possible 126 there were 6 deviations (5%) during test case 8. The deviations occurred at 4
out of the 7 steps of the test case. Only one tester had to consult the manual at one step (1%)
and 6 testers required assistance (5%) at three steps.
Two testers deviated by selecting the species in the Freetext panel using the tab of the already
opened taxon record rather than double-clicking the species in the Taxonomic Tree panel. One
tester deviated by clicking initially on the New > Homotypic synonym function but was aware of
the error and able to correct it.
Fifteen out of 18 testers found the test case easy. Four testers were not confident that they’d
completed the task as expected since the function ‘Change accepted name to synonym’ does not
give a choice of synonym type and when used creates a heterotypic synonym. In this case the
accepted name had previously been a homotypic synonym and the testers wanted to change it
again to a homotypic synonym. Because of this several testers recommended that users are given
the choice of synonym type when using the ‘Change accepted name to synonym’ function.
One tester repeated the statement given by several in Test Cases 5 & 6 that the same set of
functions should be available after right-clicking in either the Taxonomic Tree panel or the
Freetext area.



Suggestions
After selecting the ‘Change accepted name to synonym’ function, give the user a choice of
synonym type appropriate to the code they are using (ICBN or ICZN).



As stated previously, unify the menus accessed by using the right-click button in the Taxonomic
Tree panel and the Freetext panel into one menu. This will eliminate the confusion expressed by
the testers over which menu to use for each task and allow the user to use whichever panel is
preferable to them.



As stated previously, allow users to drag and drop a taxon within the Taxonomic Tree panel and
then create a pop-up box prompting the user to choose the relationship type, for example:
“Is this a synonym?” > Yes/>No (for ICBN users after choosing Yes they are then
prompted to designate the synonym type), or
“Is this taxon a synonym or a child?”
Comparison to Alpha Version 0.24
The issues and suggestions still apply.
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4.4.10 Test Case 9: Checking and editing (if necessary) the parsed Rank of the Genus taxon

Out a possible 133 there were 6 deviations (5%) during Test Case 9. The deviations occurred at 2
of the 7 steps. Four testers consulted the manual at two steps (3%) and 11 testers required
assistance (8%) at three steps. Five testers did not find the test case easy.
As this was the testers’ first experience with the Properties Sheet, the deviations and occasions
when the testers needed assistance relate to the finding of the correct field within the Properties
panel and the activation of the taxon in the Properties panel.
One tester had difficulty activating the taxon due to only clicking the taxon once in the
Taxonomic Tree panel; two testers expressed the opinion that one click should be adequate.
Two testers activated the taxon by using the right-click menu and selecting the ‘Edit’ option.
Several testers considered having to expand the menus in the Properties panel as unnecessary
clicking, and requested that the menus are at least partially expanded by default so it’s easier to
find the desired field/s.
Three testers requested a ‘Rank checked’ button or similar as although the rank may be correct
there is no easy way to remove the warning.
The results from 8 out of the 19 testers suggest that the tester had to edit the parsed rank of the
taxon although no further details are known.



Suggestions
Consider activating taxa in the Freetext and Properties panels after only one click of the taxon in
the Taxonomic Tree area.



Consider changing the Properties panel so that main menus are expanded by default.



Supply an easy method for the user to remove the “check rank” warning from the Freetext and
Properties panels.
Comparison to Alpha Version 0.24

The properties panel has changed significantly and is now called the ‘Details’ panel. The sections
are expanded or minimised upon opening of the TE according to how they were when the user
last closed the TE. This is an improvement to usability as some testers did not like having to
expand the sections every time to check the parsed rank of their taxa. However, when the
sections are expanded some fields are hidden due to the new arrangement of two separate
panels. The upper panel is hidden behind the lower panel when sections are expanded, obscuring
the data fields at the bottom of the panel. This should be rectified if possible by removing the
split-screen system and having a single panel with all sections visible at all times.
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The ‘check rank’ warning still appears in the Details panel. If the user edits the rank then the
warning disappears. This is an improvement in usability. However if the data has been correctly
parsed and the user has no need to edit the rank, there is no quick way of the user removing the
warning. The user must change the rank to an incorrect rank and then change it back to the
correct rank; this is not intuitive and it is likely that many testers will not become aware of this.
Therefore another option should be given for the user to confirm that the rank is correct
following which the warning disappears.
The remaining issues and suggestions still apply; taxa do not appear in the Details panel unless
the user double-clicks on a taxon in the taxonomic tree panel. Also, if the user clicks a single
time on a taxon in the tree, the Details panel shows the message “Current selection does not
support this view”. The user is likely to think that there is an error or bug when in fact they only
need to click again. Enabling the opening of taxa in the Details panel after only clicking once
would remove this usability issue.
Bugs/Functional Issues

One tester reported problems with the buttons to expand the menus in the Properties panel (‘+’)
in that they were only visible when pointing the mouse arrow directly at it. Tester was using
Windows 7.
4.4.11

Test Case 10: Checking and editing (if necessary) the parsed uninomial and specific
epithets and authorship of the 5 Species taxa

Out a possible 123 there were 10 deviations (8%) during test case 10. The deviations were
distributed fairly evenly across all 7 steps of the test case. No testers consulted the manual but 8
required assistance (6%) at 4 steps. Thirteen testers found the test case easy and 6 did not,
however only 3 were not confident that they’d performed the task as expected. Only one stated
that they would not be confident performing the test case again.
Following Test Case 9 all testers knew to consult the Properties panel when checking the parsed
uninomial and specific epithets of the 5 species taxa. However 2 testers still had difficulty finding
the required fields in the ‘Name’ section.
Testers again complained again of having to expand the section in the Properties panel for each
taxon that they edited. One tester pointed out that the process would be quicker if the ‘Rank’
field was at the top of the list and easier to find.
Some testers expressed confusion over the following terms in the Properties panel: ‘uninomial’,
‘editable cache’ and ‘ex-authorship’. One tester felt that the details in the Properties panel are too
technical.
The results from 7 out of the 19 testers suggest that the tester had to edit the parsed rank of the
species although no further details are given.
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Suggestions



One tester suggested that upon entering new taxa in the ‘New Taxon’ window, the TE editor
could ask the user to confirm the parsed rank as it is entered. For example, a pop-up window
asking “is this a genus?”, “is this a subspecies?” etc. This could be considered but if implemented
should not disrupt the data entry process with easy confirmation possible (for example, pressing
the return button once to select “yes” which is highlighted by default). Users could be given the
option of whether the pop-up window appears or whether they check the rank in the Properties
panel in their own time.



Consider repositioning the ‘Rank’ field so it is easier and quicker to find.
Comparison to Alpha Version 0.24

The issues and suggestions still apply.
Bugs/Functional Issues

One tester input the species names with genus abbreviations during Test Case 4. At this stage
due to parsing problems this was edited in the Freetext panel. However, the changes could not
be saved successfully.
4.4.12 Test Case 11: Deleting a species taxon

No testers deviated during Test Case 11 or consulted the manual. One tester required assistance.
Only one tester did not find the test case easy. All were confident that they had completed the
task as expected and could perform the test case again.
One tester expressed that it could be a problem if another user of the same datasource deleted
taxa. The tester requested that it should be possible to retrieve data that has been deleted, and
also that deletion of names is not possible for all users.
One tester again asked that the right-click pop-up menus are the same in the Taxonomic Tree
and Freetext panels. One tester requested a delete function in the Freetext right-click menu; a
delete function is in the Taxonomic Tree panel but not in the Freetext menu. Where the
functions are currently found does not appear to be intuitive. See suggestions under previous test
cases to consider the assimilation of the right-click menus in the Taxonomic Tree and Freetext
panels.
Suggestions



Create different levels of user rights that can be set by the administrator.



Create an easy database back-up system which allows simple back-up of data and retrieval should
any mistakes/losses occur.
Comparison to Alpha Version 0.24

The issues and suggestions still apply.
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Multi-Route Steps

When deleting the species taxon, 17 out of 19 testers selected ‘Delete’ via the right-click menu of
the Taxonomic Tree panel, 3 pressed delete on the keyboard and 1 used the Edit menu > Delete.
When confirming the deletion, all 19 testers used the mouse to click ‘OK’ rather than pressing
return on the keyboard. This includes the three testers who pressed delete on the keyboard; for
these testers using the mouse to click on the ‘OK’ button required an additional keyboard-tomouse movement indicating that they were unaware that they could select ‘OK’ using the
keyboard.
4.4.13 Test Case 12: Inputting the date published and title of the nomenclatural reference for a
species taxon

Out a possible 141 there were 15 deviations (11%) during test case 12. Deviations occurred at all
but one of the 9 steps. Six testers consulted the manual (4%) and 9 required assistance (6%).
Eleven testers found the test case easy but 6 did not. Five were not confident that they’d
completed the task as expected, and one would not be confident performing the test case again.
One tester explored several possible routes but could not figure out what to do and had to
consult the manual. Two testers added a reference by creating a new reference rather than adding
data to the Nomenclatural Reference section within the Properties panel. Two testers added the
reference data directly to the name string; one entered the data in the Editable Cache field, the
other did not specify.
One tester stated that they input the data into the Editable Cache field but that the data was not
parsed or added to the Freetext string. One tester encountered a problem after changing ‘Protect
cache field from overwriting’ to Yes.
Several testers expressed confusion over the large number of fields and which field is the correct
field to input the data. Two testers expressed confusion over the ‘Title’ field; should this be the
title of the journal, book or book chapter? Where would you enter a journal title? One tester did
not understand all the values in the ‘Reference Type’ field.
One tester would prefer the fields for the reference to be in the same order as you would find in
a protologue, therefore page numbers should come after volume number, for example.
One tester would like the TE to link to a database of full reference titles and abbreviations of
periodicals that can be linked to and selected from, in the same way that names could be linked
to IPNI. This would ensure that the data is stored in the standard format and is compatible with
other datasets serving the taxonomic community.
One tester wanted to be able to move from one field to another within the Properties panel
using the arrow buttons on the keyboard as well as the by using the mouse.
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Suggestions



Allow navigation of the Properties panel using arrow keys on the keyboard.



Provide guidance as to what data should go in which fields in the Properties panel, for example,
‘hover-over’ pop-up boxes with brief explanations and/or consider changing the name of the
more ambiguous or confusing names such as ‘Editable cache’.



Consider changing the order of the reference fields in the Properties panel.



As stated previously, considering having some of the sections expanded by default; suggestion
from a tester that Name, Author and Publication should always be in view.
Comparison to Alpha Version 0.24

The Nomenclatural Reference section in version 0.24 has been greatly simplified with only two
fields; a field to search for a reference or a text box to enter a new reference in any format. The
‘Editable cache’ and other fields with confusing terms no longer exist. This will eliminate many
of the usability issues encountered during this test case.
When the Details panel is activated sections are expanded or minimised depending on whether
they were expanded or minimised when the tester last used the panel. This allows for
customisation and avoids the need to repeatedly expand a particular section when, for example,
inputting reference details for successive taxa. This is an improvement in usability.
The issues of navigating the panel using the arrow keys and linking to datasets of standardised
reference title abbreviations etc still apply.
4.4.14 Test Case 13: Inputting a nomenclatural status of “Valid” for a species taxon

Out a possible 125 there were 6 deviations (5%) during test case 13. The deviations were fairly
evenly spread across the 8 steps. No testers consulted the manual but 4 required assistance (3%).
Fourteen testers found the test case easy and 4 did not, however only 1 was not confident that
they’d performed the task as expected. Only one stated that they would not be confident
performing the test case again.
All the deviations occurred either when activating the taxon in the Freetext and Properties panel
or trying to find the appropriate place to input the data. Several issues recorded in previous test
cases resurfaced, such as testers not noticing the ability to expand the sections in the Properties
panel (despite using them in previous test cases) and looking for the function in the right-click
menu in the Freetext area.
Several testers were not aware that it was necessary to save their work and had to be prompted
by their co-ordinator to do so.
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One tester stated that ‘valid’ should be the default nomenclatural status. One stated that there are
too many options in the Nomenclatural Status drop-down menu; however there is the ability for
users to customise this to suit their needs. Another stated that the drop-down menu could be
ordered according to frequency of usage, and the format changed so the menu contains the
standard taxonomic abbreviations. For example, nomen novum = nom. nov. According to one
tester ‘nom. valid’ should have a full stop after ‘valid’ and ‘nom. valid’ should not appear in the
text string following the species name.
Two testers would like a field where they can qualify the nomenclatural status which they input.
Should they use the Annotations field?
Suggestions



Make the default nomenclatural status ‘Valid’.



Reorder the Nomenclatural Status drop-down menu according to frequency of usage possibly as
follows: 1 - Valid, 2 - Invalid, 3 - Illegitimate, with following entries in alphabetical order. The
order could be discussed with taxonomists. Possibilities include ordering the menu according to
the frequency each status is used in the wider taxonomic literature, or by frequency of use within
the local datasource. Another possibility is having the most recently used items from a dropdown list appear in a sub-list at the top of each drop-down list, as is seen in other software
applications.



Re-format the Nomenclatural Status drop-down menu so the entries are given in their standard
abbreviations.



Add a full stop after ‘valid’ in ‘nom. valid’.



Provide a text field to allow for qualification/justification of nomenclatural status. If this is
already provided, create hover-over pop-ups to explain to the user what information needs to be
entered in each box.



Suggestion in Test Case 2 of a re-arrangement of menus on the toolbar, with the Preferences
menu always visible instead of embedded in the Window menu could make users more aware
that they are able to customise what appears in drop-down boxes. A hover-over or help button
in appropriate areas could also explain this ability to users.
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Comparison to Alpha Version 0.24

The Nomenclatural Status menu has been amended and simplified. A text field has been
provided called ‘Rule Considered’ to allow for qualification/justification of nomenclatural status
as suggested above. Help may be beneficial for the ‘Rule Considered’ field to explain to users
what information to put in this field, as it may not be obvious to some users. A label of
‘Qualification’ or ‘Justification’ might be more easily understood than ‘Rule Considered’.
The remaining issues and suggestions still apply.
Multi-Route Steps

To find and select the nomenclatural status of valid from the drop-down menu, 14 testers used
the mouse to scroll down the menu and clicked on the ‘valid’ option, 5 used the keyboard arrows
to move up and down the list and pressed return on the keyboard, and no testers typed ‘V’ into
the field.
4.4.15 Test Case 14: For a species taxon, input a Common Name in the Descriptive Panel

Out a possible 286 there were 41 deviations (14%) during test case 14. Testers consulted the
manual on 9 instances (3%) but required assistance 42 times (15%). Twelve testers did not find
the test easy compared to 7 who did; the only test case where the number of testers who found
the test case easy was lower than those who did not. However, only 2 were not confident that
they’d performed the task as expected or would not be confident performing the test case again.
Deviations were fairly evenly spread but were more common at two stages; finding and clicking
on the ‘Descriptive’ tab at the bottom of the Freetext panel (11 deviations), and accessing the
right-click menu to create a new description (8 deviations).
Six testers looked for a Common Name field in the Properties panel and one looked in the
Windows > Show View menu. Four testers had no idea where to look and were given assistance
from their co-ordinator.
Once in the Descriptive tab, testers were unsure how to proceed to enter a common name due
to the lack of visual prompts. Two testers clicked the left-mouse button expecting to see a menu
appear. One tester could not figure out what to do next and had to consult the manual, while
three received assistance. Two testers clicked the ‘Display All’ button expecting to see a list of
criteria/descriptive elements. Five testers tried to enter a common name in the ‘Edit
Description’s Label’ text box. One tester created another new description.
After choosing the correct route of right-click > New > Common Name, one tester deviated by
clicking the ‘Add’ button expecting to be able to add a common name. Other testers clicked the
‘Add’ button after entering the common name expecting that this would update/save their
changes.
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Several testers had difficulty finding the correct language due to the large number of languages in
the drop-down menu which are not in a particular order.
It is not possible to press return after entering a common name into the text field; this is
instinctive yet it causes the text that has just been input to disappear and the user has to re-enter
the data. It is not clear how else to save the data that has been input; several testers clicked the
‘Add’ button. This is exacerbated by the fact that the common name tag in the description tree
does not expand once the common name has been successfully entered; the user has to manually
expand the section in order to see it. This created confusion over whether the task had been fully
completed.
Suggestions



The Descriptive tab is currently inconspicuous and was difficult for the testers to find, and one
tester expressed confusion over why common name data is input in the descriptive tab and not
the Properties panel. It is not intuitive to the users in which panel certain types of data should be
input. If there is a clear definition of which data is stored and accessed in the Properties panel
and the Descriptive tab then this needs to be clearly explained to the user. If it is not possible to
clearly define the difference, thought should be given to amalgamating the Properties panel and
the Descriptive tab. This is could be done, for example, by creating multiple tabs in the
Properties panel, each tab for a group of clearly defined and related descriptive elements. Users
should have the ability to remove/hid descriptive elements which they do not use via the
preferences menu. The Descriptive tab could then be removed completely, leaving a simpler and
more user-friendly interface with more easily accessible data fields.
Alternatively, ways of improving the current Descriptive interface are given below:



Create an ‘Add new description’ field in the Descriptive tab in the same way that an ‘Add new
taxon’ field has been suggested for the Taxonomic Tree panel, to provide prompts to show the
users what they should do next.



Once a description tree has been created, create an ‘Add new descriptive element’ field which the
user can click on and is then asked what descriptive element they would like to add (i.e. they are
asked to choose from the same menu that appears when using the right-click > New menu).



Arrange the languages in alphabetical order. Additionally, allow testers to type a whole name into
the text field rather than just the first letter which is currently possible.



Create a hover-over pop-up box or information button in or near the language drop-down box
which tells the user they can customise the language drop-down menu using the Preferences
menu.



Expand the elements of the description tree after the user has successfully entered data so the
results of their input are immediately visible.
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Make it more obvious that the ‘Add’ button relates to the ‘Citations’ field; for example, increase
the gap between the Common Name field and the Citations field/Add button, or make the
colour of the Citations field different to the background so it is more visually joined with the
Add button.



Change the right-click menu so that ‘New Description’ is removed’; this will be replaced by the
‘Add new description’ field/button suggested above. This will only leave the ‘New’ menu where
users access descriptive elements, making it more obvious what their next step should be and
removing the confusion between ‘New’ and ‘New Description’.



After clicking on ‘New Image Gallery’, ‘gallery’ is misspelt ‘galery’.
Comparison to Alpha Version 0.24

The ability to add a citation for the common name has been removed, therefore the issues
relating to the ‘Add’ button are no longer valid. All remaining issues and suggestions still apply.
Multi-Route Steps

When searching for the correct language from the drop-down field, 11 testers used the method
of repeatedly typing the initial letter of the language in the language field until they came to the
right language. Six testers scrolled using the mouse and 4 used the arrow keys on the keyboard.
All testers clicked to select the language as opposed to pressing return on the keyboard.

4.5

Feedback

4.5.1

Section A: Satisfaction Questionnaire

The testers expressed satisfaction with several aspects of the TE. For example, 13 out of 18
testers said the TE did not respond too slowly to inputs (question 1), 12 out of 18 enjoyed their
session with the TE (question 7), more testers thought that the TE would not disrupt their
normal workflow than those who thought that it would (question 16) and 10 out of 18 testers
did not find working with the TE frustrating. Also, only 5 out of 18 testers thought it was easy to
forget how to do things with the TE (question 45), indicating a reasonably shallow learning
curve.
However, responses to other questions indicate usability issues which have on the whole already
been recorded in the preceding sections:


Lack of prompts:
“There is never enough information on the screen when it's needed” - 7 testers agreed, 4
disagreed (question 18);
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“It is easy to see at a glance what the options are at each stage” – only one tester agreed
(question 48).


Confusion over terminology:
“I immediately understood the function of each menu item” – only 4 testers agreed
(question 49).



Inefficient/Long-winded data entry:
“The software allows the user to be economic with keystrokes” – only 4 testers agreed
(question 34).



Non-intuitive organisation of the menus:
“The organisation of the menus or information lists seems quite logical” – only 5 testers
agreed (question 33).



Unpredictability:
“The software hasn't always done what I was expecting” – 16 testers agreed and only 2
testers disagreed (question 41);
“This software occasionally behaves in a way which cannot be understood” – only 5
disagreed (question 46).

Because of these issues, and despite there being some positive feedback, only 4 testers would
recommend the software to their colleagues (question 2) and 8 agreed that they prefer to stick to
facilities that they know best (question 20).
For charts showing the testers’ responses to all 50 questions of the satisfaction questionnaire, see
Appendix 1.4.
4.5.2

Section B: Reaction Cards

The testers were given a list of 50 words or reaction cards, and were asked to choose the five
words that best described their experience with the Editor. These have been arranged into the
word cloud in Figure 1 below. Reaction cards that were not chosen are not shown.
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Figure 1: Reaction cardds chosen by tessters relating to their experiencce of working wiith the Taxonoomic Editor. Grreater
frequency of a word beingg chosen is indiccated by larger llettering and boolder colouring.

As is seeen in the wo
ord cloud, th
he two mostt commonlyy chosen words were ‘Innconsistent’ and
‘Useful’; each word was selected 7 out of a possible 188 times. The testers whoo selected th
he word
mic work easier and more ordered. Several also
o
‘Useful’ agreed thatt it would make taxonom
o use the TE
E for their neext project. Testers
T
also selected othher positive words
expresseed a wish to
such as ‘Relevant’ (33), ‘Desirablle’ (1), ‘Cuttting Edge’ (11) and ‘Inno
ovative’ (1). T
This indicatees that
move from
the TE will fill a need for somee taxonomistts who indiccate the williingness to m
produciing their taxo
onomic reviisions using a word processor.
Testers chose the word
w
‘Inconssistent’ for a variety of reasons;
r
con
nfusion overr left and rigght
clickingg, menus/op
ptions displayyed in somee parts and not
n others an
nd functionss not workin
ng in the
way onee would expect them to. These are iissues that have
h
been deetailed previiously and fo
or which
suggestiions have beeen given in the relevannt test cases.
In total,, testers cho
ose positive words
w
or staatements 48 times and negative
n
worrds or statem
ments 42
times.
The fulll list of reacttion cards, number
n
of teesters who chose
c
each card
c and thee reasons theey gave
for theirr choice are given in Ap
ppendix 1.5 .

4.5.3

Section C: Working
W
Pra
actices Quesstionnaire

There w
were four quuestions in th
he final sectiion of the feeedback doccument. Theese are given
n below
with a summarised version of the
t responsees. The full responses
r
off each testerr are given in
n
Append
dix 1.6.
Questioons 1 and 2 were
w designeed to detectt important parts
p
of the taxonomic rrevision pro
ocess
that werre either nott covered ad
dequately in the test casees or are nott catered forr in the TE.
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Some responses from the testers concern aspects that were not included in the test cases due to
some areas of the TE being avoided due to planned extensive changes. For example, adding
wood anatomy features, description, geography and distribution data, conservation status and
adding images and specimen data were all identified as aspects not tested during this process.
Inputting these data types is possible indicating a gap in the coverage of the testing process
rather than functional gaps in the TE.
In contrast, some responses highlighted actual functional gaps, as listed below. These are either
gaps because the functions were not functional in the test version or because the TE does not
have the functional capacity to perform them.
 Transferring large groups of synonyms to another accepted name but keeping all
homotypic links;
 Import of existing data;
 Lumping and splitting taxa;
 Taxonomic concepts;
 Ability to score characters;
 Automatic pasting of protologues;
 Quality control (checking of names against available databases);
 Production of hard copy (paper) publications.
Question 3 asked the testers if they thought using the TE to produce taxonomic revisions would
make the process more or less efficient. Out of the 16 who answered, 10 testers thought it would
make the process more efficient. These testers considered that consistent
structuring/storage/organisation of data would allow easier usage of the data for other purposes.
Some included stipulations such as ensuring that existing data can be imported and that any
bugs/usability issues are dealt with.
The remaining 6 testers said they did not think the TE would make the process of producing
taxonomic revisions more efficient. Three of these testers did not give explanations. One tester
thought that IPNI and checklist databases are easier to use (although these are different tools),
and one thought that it was not possible to rearrange the taxonomic tree, which is a
misconception.
Question 4 asked the testers if they would change their current working practices to use the TE.
Of the 17 who answered, 6 said they would not use the TE with no further explanation. Two
said they would consider if it was possible to import existing data from GBIF and three said they
would when a later version or more robust product becomes available. Two said they would
possibly change their current working practices to use the TE and three answered “Yes” with no
stipulations or conditions.
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Discussion

There are several issues which should be considered when examining the results of the reliability
and usability testing:







Although the range of types of taxonomists was wide, there were only 4 zoologist
included.
Although necessary to allow the extraction of specific interface and usability issues, the
recording process was complicated and co-ordinators did not always record deviations
fully.
Language difficulties may have influenced the extent to which some co-ordinators
and/or testers could express and record their opinions.
Not all test results had been received prior to the extraction of data for this report.
Some aspects of the test version of the Taxonomic Editor were out of date by the time
the test process was complete. This was necessary to ensure that the test version was
mainly free from bugs and was consistent with the testing documentation and user
manual. For this reason, all issues and suggestions were compared a later version of the
TE (Alpha 0.24).
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